Shape-specific, monodisperse nano-molding of protein particles.
Herein we report nano-molding proteins for the fabrication of protein PRINT particles of monodisperse size and shape. Lyophilized protein particles are generally highly dispersed in particle size, aggregated, and often made through costly and complicated processes. Attempts to engineer monodisperse, discrete protein particles using wet-milling, spray-freeze-drying, microemulsion, or super critical fluid methods have realized little success. The PRINT technology enables a gentle, facile route to monodisperse particles of 100% protein as small as 200 nm cylinders. Protein PRINT particles of any shape and size are effortlessly achievable. Our research efforts include making PRINT particles composed of albumin and albumin 0.5 wt % siRNA, and Abraxane, the gold standard therapeutic used in metastatic breast cancer.